Patiola
Terrace Cover
The Patiola allows you to ignore the
uncertainty of the bRitish weather. It can
help you create extra outdoor space that
can be utilized at any time of the year or
everyday.
In summer it provides a shaded alfresco
ambience, however when fully enclosed
in the autumn and winter months, you
can enjoy a great room outdoors. With
the versatility to open or close at the
touch of a button it is ideal for patio areas,
terraces restaurant extensions and has
been embraced by many business
sectors.

Available to a maximum size of 5 meters in width and a 6 meter projection.
Modules can be linked utilising the guttering system, meaning that there is no
restriction to the area that can be covered.
Triangle apex blinds and drop down side blinds, helps create the room-outdoors feel.
Orchestra Max fabric is designed with self cleaning technology especially for
use in retractable awnings and with an additional treatment to increase its
waterproofing qualities and guarding against ultraviolet rays.
Combination of integral tubular motor and twin spring system ensures
perfectly tensioned fabric when extending and retracting the cover.

Operation
Electric operation is standard with push button control, options
to upgrade to remote control operation and CMTI fabric
tensioning system.

Options
Overhead lighting bar neatly positioned in the roof
section to create a unique night time atmosphere.
Guttering covering the gaps between the fabric and
frame work and used when two systems are installed
adjacent to one another.

Specification

Fabric to ground level to provide a more enclosed
option.
Integral speaker bars.

Awning with wall mounted cassette and ground fixed side
channels specifically designed as a self supporting terrace
cover.
Each unit capable of a 6m projection and 5m width.
Multiple units can be joined together in width, and the use
of a goal post can create a free standing back to back
system covering up to 12m extension.
Fabric tested to a high standard against fading, mildew and
rot resistance. 31 fabric references to chose from.
In order to provide adequate water drainage it is
recommended that the Patiola is mounted with a
minimum angle of 10 degrees.
Robust aluminium frame work available in 3 standard
colours, white (RAL 9010), brown (RAL 8019) or ivory
(RAL 1015).

Triangular apex blinds and drop down side blinds for a
fully enclosed feel
Somfy remote control operation.

